Introduction
============

Despite advances in early detection and treatment, over 100,000 men and women are diagnosed with colorectal cancer (CRC) and more than 50,000 die from the disease each year in the United States.^[@bib1]^ CRC is a major cause of cancer deaths worldwide^[@bib2]^ and it has been predicted that the number of patients with CRC will reach above 2.2 million new cases (60% increase) with 1.1 million deaths by 2030.^[@bib3]^ While advances in screening strategies and treatment regimens have improved overall survival rates, 50% of colorectal carcinoma patients develop recurrent disease, with an overall 5-year survival rate of 6--12%.^[@bib4]^ Thus, a major challenge in the management of CRC is the development of novel targets for the therapy of CRC which can improve the current chemotherapeutic regimen.

The published literature over the last decade has verified animal models as reliable preclinical models to test cancer therapeutic strategies. Three primary types of *in vivo* CRC models are employed in mice: xenograft, orthotopic, and inducible models. While xenograft models have been used readily, these models have limited utility due to their inability to fully recapitulate disease metabolism and macroenvironment complexity.^[@bib5]^ Due to the limitations of xenograft studies, the *in vivo* murine models of CRC have been optimized for a variety of mechanistic and drug-development studies in the last decade.^[@bib6; @bib7; @bib8]^ Among the *in vivo* mouse models, the inducible model type is less invasive than orthotopic models^[@bib7]^ and able to closely recapitulate the macroenvironment of CRC, including growth and metabolism.^[@bib8],[@bib9]^ In addition to inducible CRC models, genetic manipulation or the use of genetically susceptible mouse models have become ideal tools for CRC research. These models are particularly valuable when the functions of genes and their protein networks in CRC are the focus of study.^[@bib10]^ A well-established murine model for the chemical induction of colon carcinogenesis employs azoxymethane (AOM) and dextran sodium sulphate (DSS) compounds.^[@bib6],[@bib11; @bib12; @bib13]^ The generation, stage-dependent progression, localization, and molecular profile of AOM-induced tumors closely mimics human CRC.^[@bib6]^ However, with the advent of a fully inducible, *in vivo* model of CRC, comes the difficulty in establishing a reliable longitudinal and quantitative method for monitoring the progression of the disease. This is particularly challenging in a small-sized animal model.

Minimally invasive imaging of orthotopic or inducible types of CRC in mice can potentially be facilitated by multiple methods including; optical colonoscopy (OC),^[@bib14; @bib15; @bib16]^ magnetic resonance imaging,^[@bib17],[@bib18]^ x-ray computed tomography (CT),^[@bib19]^ optical coherence tomography (OCT),^[@bib20]^ endoluminal ultrasonic biomicroscopy,^[@bib21]^ and 2D Brightness mode (B-mode) micro-ultrasound.^[@bib22]^ Despite improvements and optimizations, the broad employment of these methods has been limited. Therefore, methods for the evaluation of CRC tumor burden in the mouse commonly include endpoint quantification or the use of invasive techniques which do not enable adequate longitudinal evaluation due to necessity of termination of mice at multiple time-points.^[@bib23]^ Commonly employed techniques are scale-based scoring systems to estimate tumors and/or measure two dimensional tumor areas from photographs or histology slides collected at necropsy.^[@bib8],[@bib15],[@bib23],[@bib24]^ While other means of evaluating changes in colon morphology, such as measurement of colon length and weight are valid and remain integral to CRC evaluation, these cannot be performed *in vivo* and longitudinally over the course of cancer progression. Traditional two dimensional microultrasonography (2D ultrasound) employed in mouse models of CRC is limited to a single-plane view of individual tumors and provides no information about total tumor burden or quantification of vascularity.^[@bib22]^ Indeed, both 2D ultrasound and standard photographic images ignore the complexity and dynamics of developing tumors and therefore by definition, can only provide tumor area and not volume.

In this study, we present a straightforward technique for three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of the entire mid and distal colon of the mouse with and without tumors using 3D Mode on the Vevo 2100 Micro-Ultrasound System. 3D Mode ultrasound captured hundreds of individual image-slices (in essence "Z-stacks" the slices together), enabling user-defined reconstruction of the mid and distal colon with associated tumors. Our optimized method produced quantitative volume data facilitating determination of treatment paradigms in live animals. Data collected during tumor progression in live animals confirmed the advantage of this method over traditional endpoint-only measures. Additionally, through the use of nontargeted microbubble contrast agents (see Methods section) and 2D non-linear contrast mode (2D NLC Mode) with associated VevoCQ software, we determined the relative vascularity of colon tissues in the presence and absence of CRC. These data enabled quantification of relative vascularity via calculations using percent agent (PA, obtained from 3D reconstructions), and relative blood volume and perfusion (obtained from 2D sagittal images), providing multiple advantages over previous CRC evaluation techniques.^[@bib7],[@bib21],[@bib22]^ This approach included the opportunity to acquire tumor load data at multiple stages of colon cancer progression. This straightforward, reproducible, and noninvasive method provides an *in vivo* and real-time assessment of tumor burden in any type of murine CRC model. Quantitative measurement of changes in colon morphology (volume, thickness, and length) and tumor parameters (number, volume, and location) and their vascularization over the course of disease, with and without treatments, can provide valuable data for clinical pharmacology of anticancer drugs.

Results
=======

Definitions of gross colon anatomy
----------------------------------

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the gross anatomy nomenclature of the mouse lower gastrointestinal tract.^[@bib25]^ The large intestine of the mouse can be roughly divided into three segments; the proximal colon originating from the ileocecal junction, the midcolon, and the distal colon.^[@bib26]^ Each segment represents approximately one-third of the total colon length. The proposed imaging technique enabled evaluation of the entire mid and distal colon, beginning approximately at the *flexure* in the colon and ending at the anus as depicted in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The mouse, unlike the human, lacks a rectum and exhibits a single *flexure.* The *flexure* is clearly identifiable during ultrasound imaging and serves as a ubiquitous landmark for uniformity of image acquisition and analysis. The mid and distal colon of the mouse is located in the medial plane of the abdomen and is unbending from the anus to the single *flexure* as diagrammed. Anatomical planes are defined using standard definitions in [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} with the sagittal plane representing the longitudinal axis and the transverse plane representing the horizontal axis of the animal.

3D micro-ultrasound reconstruction and visualization of the mid and distal colon
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the Vevo 2100 micro-ultrasound system, noninvasive images were collected through the abdomen in the lightly-anesthetized mouse. The ability to collect high-quality ultrasound images of the diminutive mouse colon was largely dependent on two simple techniques. First, standard ultrasound gel (US gel) was administered retrograde within the colon via the anus. This necessary step enabled distension of the colon lumen providing enhanced contrast and visualization of the colon. The US gel within the colon enabled clear identification of tumor structures and their attachment to the luminal surfaces of the mid and distal colon. Second, subcutaneous delivery of a short-acting form of atropine allowed the halting of intestinal peristaltic waves enabling retention of the intracolon gel, facilitating the 3D-mode reconstruction of clear images (see Methods). The basic method of 3D-mode colon reconstruction in the mouse in depicted in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The MS550S ultrasound transducer was attached to a 3D-Motor which controls the transducer as a series of several hundred individual high-resolution 2D B-mode ultrasound images were acquired. These images included the mid and distal colon and encompassed a maximal scan distance of \~35 mm. The individual 2D image slices were acquired along the transverse plane ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and assembled ("Z-stacked") to create an integrated 3D-image ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Video S1](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The user then defined the boundaries of the colon walls and associated tumors from which volume data was acquired. The result is a 3D graphic reconstruction of the entire mid and distal colon ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Video S2](#xob2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Multiple options for graphical representation of reconstruction data renderings are available in the VevoLAB software ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). From these reconstructions, individual tumor volumes can be extracted if desired. The user-friendly software allows accurate calculation of individual tumor volume and total tumor volume load in an exportable format. In addition, the software allowed measurement of the thickening of the mid and distal colon wall in the form of total wall volume. Changes in the thickness of the colon and rectal walls can be caused by neoplastic, inflammatory, infectious, or even ischemic conditions.^[@bib27]^ Detecting focal, segmental, or diffuse wall thickening offers unique capabilities and provides valuable insight into cancer phenotypes and tumor responses to drug treatment. The ability to evaluate colon wall volume therefore provides additional benefit to the study of ischemic, infectious, and inflammatory diseases in the lower digestive system of the mouse.

3D assessment of the scope of tumor progression in the colon---A case series analysis
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the results presented in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we hypothesized that the high-quality assessment of colon structures using these 3D reconstruction techniques would further provide a critical and accurate longitudinal assessment of CRC in mouse models. To address this hypothesis, AOM/DSS, a well-established method for the induction of colon carcinogenesis in mice was used.^[@bib8]^ The AOM/DSS treated mice predominantly generated tumors in the distal colon and anus, recapitulating the adenocarcinoma sequence that occurs in human CRC.^[@bib6]^ Normal wildtype C57BL/6 mice exposed to AOM/DSS to induce CRC were treated either with vehicle (WT+VEH) or with an anticancer compound under investigation in our group (WT+TX). The aforementioned 3D-mode ultrasound reconstructions were recorded at multiple time points throughout the experiment to monitor the progression of CRC. Ultrasounds were conducted at pretreatment, post-treatment, and terminal time-points to evaluate longitudinal progression ([Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Each time-point was compared with and without treatment. [Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}--[d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates 3D-mode colon reconstructions of a representative animal from each group alongside matched traditional photographic images of tumors in the mid and distal colon after sacrifice of animals. Importantly, the depicted 3D reconstructions provide total tumor volume (mm^3^) ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}--[c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) while photographic images only offer 2D tumor surface area (mm^2^). Our optimized technique demonstrates the capability of this approach to accurately trace tumor growth and measure the responses of tumors to treatment in live animals. This approach can become a standard, reliable, and noninvasive tool that complements current strategies used to study solid tumors in mouse models of colon cancer.

Measuring vascular perfusion of colons containing disparate tumor loads with microbubble contrast-enhanced microultrasonography
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Literature indicates the vascular perfusion of tumors can vary significantly due to tumor size, alteration of tumor-derived angiogenesis during tumor growth, or with exposure to postchemotherapy treatment.^[@bib28],[@bib29]^ We hypothesized that systemic administration of nontargeted microbubbles would enable differentiation and quantification of relative blood vascularity in colons carrying different sizes of tumors. Optimization of this approach can provide accurate criteria for the discrimination of advanced or nonresponsive tumors containing higher levels of perfusion, from abated or treated tumors having lower perfusion. To examine this hypothesis, at the terminal time-point, additional ultrasound data was collected through the use of intravenous administration of nontargeted microbubbles. It is noteworthy that the microbubble technique is not limited to endpoint collection and can be performed at any point during the execution of experiments using lateral tail vein injections (see Discussion). Two separate acquisition procedures, using a single microbubble injection, were performed. First, 2D NLC Mode was utilized to evaluate the relative blood perfusion and volume as the microbubbles infiltrated the distal colon ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Second, 3D non-linear contrast percent agent (3D NLC PA), enabled calculation of relative vascularity in three dimensions as the microbubbles circulated in the mid and distal colon vasculature.

2D NLC Mode was performed with the MS250 transducer, as NLC imaging requires a lower frequency to operate, making the higher resolution MS550S transducer unsuitable for NLC imaging. 2D NLC Mode with associated VevoCQ Software, was therefore used to analyze the slope and plateau of the infiltration of the injected microbubbles as they entered the vascular network encompassing the colon. Due to the nature of microbubbles which infiltrate very quickly, much more rapidly than the acquisition of 3D image slices can be obtained, the images were only acquired in 2D, rather than in 3D. In addition, by turning the transducer from the transverse to the sagittal orientation over the length of the colon, a larger surface area of the colon could be observed and quantified. A video of the wash-in of the microbubbles was recorded and analyzed using VevoCQ software ([Supplementary Video S3](#xob3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the sagittal images of the distal colon prior to ([Figure 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and after ([Figure 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) the intravenous injection of microbubbles using three examples with disparate tumor populations. The maximum intensity persistence (MIP) of each image is provided ([Figure 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) to enable enhanced visualization. Using MIP allowed us to accumulate and overlay the pixels from each frame which are alight as the microbubbles oscillate postinjection (also see [Supplementary Video S4](#xob4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For analysis, the user defined the region of interest (ROI), as depicted as the green border encompassing the B-mode image of the colon in each [Figure 5d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"},[e](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The software then calculated parameters reflective of the relative blood volume (peak enhancement, [Figure 5d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and relative blood perfusion (wash-in rate, [Figure 5e](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) depicted as a parametric color image overlaid on the NLC contrast image in each [Figure 5d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"},[e](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Associated quantifications of each of these parameters are included underneath the images. The slope ([Figure 5f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, yellow arrow) of the infiltration of the microbubbles as they enter the colon vasculature was reflective of the wash-in-rate and once the bubbles reached a stable plateau ([Figure 5f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, red arrows) in circulation this determined the PE. Note that the arbitrary unit (a.u.) y-axis scales provided by the VevoCQ software are dramatically different between the three disparate tumor load image examples. Reassuringly, the curve signatures were very similar suggesting consistent microbubble kinetics between animals.

While the NLC data obtained in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} is valuable as it can provide relative blood perfusion and volumes of the distal colon, this data is limited to a 2D image as the bubbles infiltrate the vessels of the colon in the sagittal plane. Because VevoCQ software cannot perform analysis in 3D, the 3D NLC PA technique was also performed. 3D NLC PA enables the determination of relative vascularity of the colon combining the capability of 3D reconstruction with that of NLC Mode. Using the same method as outlined for the 3D scan of the colon in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the MS250 transducer oriented in the transverse plane is used to collect a 3D prescan but with NLC Mode and respiratory gating activated (see Methods). The transducer is then turned sagittal to enable the recording of the 2D NLC slope and plateau as previously outlined in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. This latter step was conducted with the respiratory gating turned off to avoid missing frames as the microbubbles infiltrated. Once the microbubbles were in circulation for several minutes, the transducer was returned to the transverse orientation, respiratory gating reactivated, and a subsequent 3D NLC PA postscan recorded. The absence and then subsequent presence of the microbubbles while injecting, enabled the software to perform a subtraction of the pre and postscans, thereby enabling quantification of the PA, representing the relative vascularity of the mid and distal colon in 3D. The 3D NLC PA values for the three example colons with disparate tumor loads (small, moderate, and heavy) depicted in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} were 6.3, 18.9, and 15.9% respectively. The increased level of relative vascularity from 6.3% in the colon with the small tumor load to 18.9% in the colon with moderate tumor load matches literature reports of hyper vascularization of tumors.^[@bib30]^ The reduction in relative vascularity to 15.9% in the colon exhibiting a heavy tumor load may in fact reflect a reduction in relative vascularity due to the advanced state of tumor deterioration. Indeed, it is feasible that a reduction of microbubble infiltration in a colon with heavy loads of large tumors can be due to vessel malfunction.^[@bib31]^

Discussion
==========

High-resolution micro-ultrasound systems are commonly available and employed for preclinical imaging.^[@bib32]^ These systems are more widely available to researchers than any other noninvasive *in vivo* imaging modality, with at least one VisualSonics Vevo micro-ultrasound unit at over 90 of the top 100 NIH-funded institutions (Stephen Buttars MS, Personal Communication). Additionally, trans-abdominal 3D ultrasound techniques have been employed in mice for many other types of cancer such as liver metastasis and prostate cancer.^[@bib33]^ While the 3D micro-ultrasound reconstruction of xenograft tumors in mice has become mainstream, a simple and reproducible method for the noninvasive 3D ultrasound of *in vivo* colon cancer is absent from the literature. In addition, a recent investigation of the literature indicated that the majority of studies enlisting mouse models of CRC failed to adequately evaluate the outcomes of tumor development and progression beyond endpoint collections and microscopic evaluations.^[@bib8],[@bib24]^

We optimized an ultrasound technique that can accurately monitor CRC tumor growth in live animals very safely. This technique is not only applicable to genetically and chemically induced CRC models, but also to CRC orthotopic models such as surgical transplantation models, enema models, microinjection models, and transanal low dose electrocoagulation models.^[@bib7]^ Additionally, given the clarity of the colon wall images obtained, this technique may prove useful in mouse models of colitis and inflammatory bowel disease.^[@bib34],[@bib35]^

The ability to obtain high-quality and high-resolution ultrasound images of the mouse colon can be accomplished by these important means: (i) Fast animals overnight to eliminate the majority of feces from the colon, (ii) Administer short-acting atropine to inhibit intestinal peristalsis, (iii) Deliver US gel within the colon to enhance contrast, (iv) Use a 3D-Motor to acquire multiple image slices to enable 3D reconstruction of the entire mid and distal colon, and (v) Employ the injection of microbubbles to facilitate enhanced contrast and quantification of relative colon vascularity, blood perfusion, and blood volume.

While our study only employed microbubble data collection at endpoint, microbubbles can indeed be utilized longitudinally as they pose no risk to the health of the animal with repeated administration, particularly via tail injection by an experienced person. However, several factors limited our ability and choice to perform repeated microbubble administrations. First, in our hands, mice exhibiting CRC using the inducible AOM/DSS model are quite small; the mice may be somewhat dehydrated, particularly immediately after the induction phase (pretreatment time-point); and the mice used in our model, C57BL/6, have black tails, all contributing to increased difficulty of tail vein injection at multiple time-points. Second, the cost of microbubbles, while greatly decreasing with increasing availability, was limiting at the time of our study. We therefore, chose to administer a microbubble bolus via a surgically-placed jugular catheter to ensure their infusion, and thus administration occurred at endpoint only. It should also be highlighted that we delivered the microbubbles using a bolus injection without the use of a syringe pump. We delivered a small bubble volume with a short catheter and the peak enhancement and wash-in-rate data reflected consistent kinetic signatures. However, it is feasible that the rate of injection of the bubbles by-hand could be somewhat variable. Variability in the rate of injection among animals could feasibly impact microbubble kinetics. Therefore, the use of a syringe pump for microbubble delivery is strongly recommended. Despite these limitations, our microbubble technique accurately differentiated the perfusion of colon tissues carrying different sizes of tumors, generating high-quality quantitative data.

In our hands, the utilized microbubbles remained strongly in circulation without any visually discernable decreases in bubble concentrations for \~15 minutes. This is an important advantage which makes the microbubbles safe for repeated administration. Also important to note is that the utilized microbubbles (SIMB3-4, Advanced Microbubble Laboratories LLC) are formulated using a PEG-lipid, known to be more stable than PEG-stearate (Feshitan J, Personal Communication).However, there may be concern that the relatively rapid degradation of the microbubbles could impact data outcomes if images are acquired at inconsistent postinjection time-points between animals. Postinjection 2D NLC imaging is accomplished immediately so could not be impacted by microbubble degradation. However, it is feasible that 3D NLC image data could be impacted by microbubble degradation if length of acquisition time is excessive. The half-life of microbubbles is dependent on concentration, size, and the relative vascularity of the organ being imaged.^[@bib36],[@bib37]^ Additionally, microbubbles degrade in a non-linear fashion making prediction of half-life difficult.^[@bib38]^ As evidenced by the provided timeline, we were able to acquire all of the necessary 2D and 3D NLC data in under 4 minutes. We highlight the importance of a consistent timeline in the acquisition of images. In our study, if the quick acquisition of the postscan was delayed, we waited for the bubbles to completely disappear and repeated the entire microbubble sequence.

Although we chose to utilize nontargeted microbubbles for our study, the use of targeted microbubbles can further enhance tumor characterization. Targeted microbubbles are available commercially in prebound forms or they can be conjugated with selected markers to target vascular markers of disease. The vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-conjugated microbubble is an example which is selective for angiogenic endothelium in the tumor vasculature. VEGF-microbubbles can therefore provide a means to specifically quantify tumor-associated vascularity rather than vascularity of the entire colon and associated tumors.^[@bib39]^

Other reports of standard 2D B-mode ultrasonography of colon tumors have inferred that the tumor area needed to be 3.0 mm^2^ in size to identify.^[@bib22]^ Extrapolating this area to estimate the volume, assuming a spheroid tumor, translates to a minimal tumor volume of \~20 mm^3^. However, in our study, the Vevo 2100 system with MS550S transducer easily enabled measurement of tumors as small as 0.5 mm^3^. It is noteworthy that in some animals we were able to detect tumors as small as 0.1 mm^3^. Additionally, previous publications of 2D ultrasound colon imaging techniques indicated difficulty in the differentiation of feces from tumors. However, as described in [Figure 6a](#fig6){ref-type="fig"},[b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, fecal pellets exhibit a distinct distal shadow effect that does not occur with tumors. Moreover, Color Doppler Mode may be used to evaluate the object in question for the presence of blood flow to aid in confirmation ([Figure 6b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, we did encounter late-stage tumors, particularly in the distal colon, which exhibited limited blood flow using Color Doppler. It has been reported that the epithelial microvascular blood increases during neoplastic transformation as an early biological event in colorectal carcinogenesis.^[@bib30],[@bib40]^ Therefore, our optimized microbubble technique also has potential applicability for the visualization of colon perfusion during the premalignant stage in diverse CRC mouse models. Visualization of tumor vascularity enhanced understanding of tumor morphology and verification of tumor attachment to the intestinal wall.

Others have presented a method for 2D B-mode ultrasound in CRC.^[@bib22]^ The use of Color Doppler Mode imaging was suggested to visualize the blood flow to the colon and associated tumors. While this method provided acceptable visualization of tumors, the proposed method had two important limitations. First, the Vevo 2100 system and associated software does not offer the ability to quantify the collective blood flow obtained from Color Doppler Mode, and the associated Pulse Wave Mode can only quantify individual vessel flow. Second, their method only allowed the visualization of tumors in 2D. Therefore, our proposed technique using microbubbles and NLC Mode provides a distinct advantage, not only because of the ability to quantify the relative colon/tumor vascularity, but also this is accomplished in 3D.

The 3D ultrasound technique presented in this study has several distinct advantages over OC. While both techniques can evaluate changes in tumor size in serial observations, the 3D ultrasound shows more accuracy and precision in the measurement of tumors over OC. The primary reason is that OC provides only 2D estimates of tumor size, while the 3D ultrasound technique produces 3D tumor volumes.^[@bib14; @bib15; @bib16]^ As highlighted above, an accurate quantification of volume rather than width or area is essential to the evaluation of new anticancer compounds in CRC mouse models. In addition, Adachi *et al.* report that in the performance of 66 colonoscopies 120 tumors were found, but 107 tumors were missed, with the majority of missed tumors \<3 mm in diameter. As previously explained, the resolution of the 3D ultrasound technique makes tumors of this size easily detectable. Finally, mortality rates are reported to be as high as 2.9% for OC, much higher than our 3D ultrasound technique, due to an increase in frequency of gut perforation.^[@bib16]^

An additional advantage of our technique is that micro-ultrasound is already widely used for the preclinical evaluation of cardiac function in mice. Echocardiograms and associated cardiac function data are proving instrumental to preclinical research in the determination of whether chemotherapies are eliciting a cardio-toxic effect.^[@bib41],[@bib42]^ In fact, the mice in our study underwent echocardiograms just prior to colon imaging. It is important to note that the echocardiogram data should be collected prior to atropine administration to prevent blockade of the parasympathetic muscarinic receptor function of the heart, which could alter chronotropy and thus affect cardiac output. It is acknowledged that a change in cardiac output could therefore affect the peripheral vasculature blood flow and thus alteration of data acquired using microbubbles. However, it is suggested that the impact of atropine on the colon vasculature is minimal for several reasons. First, animals in our study exhibited an increase in heart rate of \~20 beats per minute from the time of echocardiogram data acquisition (pre-atropine administration) to delivery of microbubbles (post-atropine administration), indicating minimal cardiac parasympathetic blockade and therefore minimal impact on cardiac output ([Supplementary Figure S5](#xob5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Second, the utilized form of short-acting atropine resulted in a consistent increase in heart rate among experimental animals, making comparison of animals reasonable. Third, atropine is unlikely to have an effect on peripheral vascular blood flow dynamics beyond impacts on cardiac output due to a lack of parasympathetic tonus on the vessels. Although outside of the scope of this publication, it would be interesting to explore more selective muscarinic (M) receptor antagonists or nicotinic (N) receptor antagonists to more specifically block intestinal motility.

Of similar concern is whether alteration of cardiovascular function in the context of administration of chemotherapeutics which may elicit cardiotoxicity could impact peripheral vascular function and therefore outcome of data acquired using the proposed microbubble technique. However, in our study we did not observe animals with cardiovascular abnormalities, so we cannot rule out this potential. Future study of this aspect is certainly of interest but is beyond the scope of this publication.

The proposed 3D ultrasound technique also has limitations that need to be considered during experimental design. First, the 3D Motor used for the 3D reconstructions on the Vevo 2100 ultrasound imaging system has a maximal scan length of 35 mm ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In C57BL/6 mice, this enabled the reconstruction of the mid and distal colon in mice weighing approximately \<30 g. Animals approximately \>30 g resulted in reconstructions that were limited in the cranial direction but still encompassed the majority of the mid and distal colon. Second, the penis/vagina and pelvic bridge creates a distal shadow that obstructs the colon image as the 3D Motor passes over this region during image acquisition ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Video S1](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In male mice ([Figure 6d](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), this shadow is more pronounced and interfered with more frames than in female mice ([Figure 6c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Tilting the mouse slightly to the left or right so that the angle of the transducer approaches from the side helps somewhat, but loss of frames in this region can be unavoidable. Therefore, when the user defines the ROI tissue structures of the colon wall and tumor, those frames that appear dark due to reproductive tract interference are simply avoided and left undefined. While this does admittedly exclude a small window of data, it is not a large number of frames (\~5--10 frames in females and \~15--30 frames in males) when compared with the total of 344 frames collected (see [Supplementary Video S1](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because the presence of these interfering structures is consistent, animals can be fairly compared. Finally, administration of US gel to the colon via the anus can result in gut perforation and death of the animal. However, in the course of our studies we caused the death of only one mouse by accidental colon perforation when injecting US gel into the colon (\<1% mortality rate). The careful and slow introduction of the US gel with well-lubricated tubing is critical. While the 3D reconstruction technique can feasibly be performed as often as needed for the given experiment, it is our suggestion that acquisition be limited to once weekly. In the context of AOM/DSS-induced CRC, the tumors do not grow rapidly enough to warrant more than weekly ultrasound.^[@bib43]^ Additionally, animals with CRC tumors can exhibit poor overall health. Increasing the frequency of fasting and introduction of stress from handling and anesthesia can decrease mouse survival.

We provided a detailed method for performing 3D ultrasound in a murine model of colon cancer using the Vevo 2100 high-resolution ultrasound system. This study included preparation of the animal for imaging, 3D image acquisition, the use of VevoLAB software for 3D reconstruction analysis of colon walls and tumor volumes, and also the use of microbubbles for NLC imaging for the analysis of relative vascularity. Comparison of 3D ultrasound to traditional 2D photographs demonstrates the utility of the technique, adding a useful tool to the researcher's toolbox. Failure of the translation of colon cancer therapy from mouse to human can at least in part be attributed to the lack of ability to quantifiably track tumor progression in real-time in the mouse model. Our noninvasive, trans-abdominal ultrasound imaging method can be performed repeatedly without major complications while monitoring CRC with maximal accuracy. Endpoint-only evaluations of CRC may miss valuable information about treatment windows critical to finding clinically relevant treatment therapies. The 3D ultrasound can quantify the dynamics of tumor growth in mice, record their individual responses to treatment, and significantly reduce the number of mice needed per designed experiment.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Imaging equipment
-----------------

The Vevo 2100 High Resolution Micro-Ultrasound System with MS550S and MS250 transducers and VevoLAB software was used for this study (FUJIFILM VisualSonics, Toronto, ON, Canada). 3D Mode and Motor with associated 3D reconstruction software and NLC Mode with associated VevoCQ software was employed for data collection and extraction, respectively. 3D Mode and NLC Mode were combined to produce images to enable percent agent (PA) calculations. The higher resolution MS550S transducer was used for the 3D colon reconstructions acquiring data at 32--56 MHz with a maximal depth of 13 mm. The MS250 transducer which acquires data at a lower frequency of 13--24 MHz was used for acquisition of 2D and 3D NLC Mode Images. The transducer was controlled by the 3D Motor which maintained slow and incremental movement of the transducer to obtain \~300 frames with a step size of 0.1 mm and a maximal scan length of 35 mm. We did not find it necessary to activate respiratory gating for the method of 3D reconstruction performed with the MS550S transducer ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), as we found image quality to be sufficient and acquisition time was dramatically decreased without gating. Respiratory gating was however activated for the pre and postscans being performed for 3D NLC PA relative vascularity acquisitions with the MS250 transducer. Respiratory gating was suspended during microbubble infiltration for 2D NLC relative blood perfusion and blood volume analysis.

Animals and preparation
-----------------------

All experiments were conducted with institutional animal care and use committee approval. We used male and female C57/BL6 mice (Envigo, Denver, CO). A timeline is provided in [Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. CRC was induced in the mice at 8 weeks of age. Animals were subsequently imaged 5 weeks after induction of CRC and this time-point defined as pretreatment. At pretreatment, a 3D Mode colon reconstruction was performed with the higher-resolution MS550S transducer. Five weeks after the beginning of treatment, animals again underwent 3D Mode colon reconstruction with the MS550S transducer and this time-point defined as post-treatment. Two weeks later at the terminal time-point, a 3D colon reconstruction was performed with the MS550S transducer, followed by evaluation of relative vascularity using 3D NLC PA and relative blood perfusion and volume using 2D NLC wash-in of microbubbles.

Animals were fasted for a minimum of 16 hours prior to imaging. For the pre-echo and post-echo time points, mice were lightly anesthetized with Isoflurane anesthesia, fixed with tape to the ultrasound platform, and the body temperature maintained. Anesthesia was lightly maintained and in a consistent fashion between animals so as to not inhibit cardiovascular function or confound values of relative colon vascularity, blood perfusion, and volume. The entire abdomen was removed of hair using depilatory cream with particular care taken to remove the hair around the anus and reproductive organs.

To inhibit peristalsis and improve imaging quality, a slow-release form of Atropine was administered (\#A0132, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) 0.02 mg/ml 100--150 μl SC, \~5 minutes prior to the start of 3D reconstruction imaging. This dose takes effect after 5 minutes and lasts for \~15 minutes, providing sufficient time for the 3D Mode colon reconstructions at the pre and post-treatment time-points. However, an additional dose of another 100--150 μl SC was administered at the terminal time-point to extend blockage of peristalsis for the added 2D NLC and 3D NLC imaging.

To enable sufficient contrast to differentiate the colon from the surrounding abdominal tissues, US gel (Aquasonic, Fairfield, NJ) was introduced retrograde into the colon via the anus. A 3 ml syringe (BD Wordlwide, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was prepared by filling with standard US gel and slow centrifugation to remove air bubbles. The syringe was then fitted with a 20 G needle (BD Wordlwide) with a 1.5 inches length of polyethylene (PE) 60 tubing (BD Wordlwide) threaded over the needle to serve as a catheter to deliver the US gel to the colon. Immediately after the administration of atropine, the exterior of the PE60 tubing was lubricated with more US gel, and the tubing gently introduced into the anus of the mouse. Introduction of \~1--2 ml of US gel to the anus immediately following the injection of atropine was crucial as this enabled the US gel to help to expel any remaining feces from the colon, before the atropine took effect and while peristalsis was still active. Care was taken to keep the tubing in-line with the natural directionality of the colon and to not penetrate the colon too deeply and cause wall puncture. Once atropine had taken effect, additional US gel was introduced to the colon as needed via the anus to optimize the image. However, we found that given the risk of intestinal puncture, to keep the number of gel introductions to a maximum of two to three. Application of US gel at the base of the tail to build-up gel in the area around the anus was critical to clear reconstructions of the anus and associated tumors.

Testing treatment paradigm
--------------------------

[Figure 4e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} defines the treatment timeline. A combination AOM and DSS compounds (MP Biomedicals LLC, Irvine, CA) were used to model inducible CRC. Mice were administered a single injection of AOM (10 mg per/kg body weight) by IP injection followed by 1 week of rest. DSS (2% in the drinking water) was then administered in the drinking water for 1 week.^[@bib44]^ We were able to detect initial tumors 5 weeks after the single dose AOM injection and fully matured tumors 11 weeks after AOM injection in AOM/DSS treated C57Bl/6 mice.^[@bib6]^ The anticancer effect of an antitumorigenic compound (TX) under investigation in our group was tested for comparison of ultrasound accuracy. Five weeks following the AOM injection and prior to beginning vehicle or treatment (VEH or TX), a pretreatment ultrasound was collected. Treatment with VEH or TX was continued for 4 weeks and a post-treatment ultrasound taken. A terminal ultrasound and necropsy was performed 2 weeks after the post-treatment ultrasound.

Microbubble administration
--------------------------

Nontargeted microbubble administration was performed at the terminal end point only. Mice were anesthetized with Isoflurane anesthesia (Piramal, Bethlehem, PA) and orally intubated and ventilated to facilitate improved neck access. The left external jugular vein was surgically exposed and isolated. The stretched-end of a heparinized, 3 inch segment of PE20 tubing (BD Wordlwide) was introduced into the vein and sutured in place. 50 μl of heparinized saline (Hospira, San Jose, CA) was then injected to verify catheter patency. Animals were then extubated and transferred to the heated ultrasound platform and maintained by mask on Isoflurane at 1.5%. Note that a minimum concentration of anesthetic gas is essential to prevent perturbation of physiology. Additionally, keeping a consistent anesthetic level between animals is critical to reliable vascular data outcomes. To prepare for injection, 40 μl of undiluted SIMB3-4 microbubbles (Advanced Microbubble Laboratories LLC, Boulder, CO) were slowly drawn up in a syringe from the vented and gently mixed vial. Care was taken to prevent microbubble rupture due to pressure changes. At initiation of imaging requiring microbubble injection, the PE20 tubing was again flushed with a small amount of heparinized saline. Once the required imaging sequence was initiated, the microbubble bolus was injected via the jugular catheter and the appropriate images recorded. While we utilized hand-injection of bubbles, a syringe pump is strongly recommended for the bolus injection.

Comparison to standard colon photographs
----------------------------------------

At the terminal ultrasound, mice were not allowed to return to consciousness and the colons were removed, splayed opened longitudinally, washed with PBS, and secured with pins on the surface of silicone-coated dishes. Photographs were then taken using the Leica S6D stereomicroscope with EC3 digital camera (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL). Tumor surface areas were calculated using Leica LAS v4.8 software Analysis module.

3D mode image collections
-------------------------

As rationalized above, atropine was administered and the time noted. The atropine took effect after \~5 minutes and lasted for \~15 minutes. US gel was immediately delivered in a retrograde fashion to the colon via the anus to aid in elimination of any remaining feces prior to the atropine taking effect. With the transducer oriented in the sagittal plane, the length of the colon was identified and the image optimized on the screen. If fecal pellets were still present and interfering with the image quality, they were chased cranial around the flexure of the colon with more US gel after the atropine had taken effect. Adjustment of the MS550S transducer depth, medial/lateral, and cranial/caudal orientation was optimized to ensure that the entire length of the mid and distal colon was within the frame of the screen to ensure inclusion in the 3D Motor acquisition of the necessary 344 frames. Special care was also taken to locate and remove any air bubbles in the US gel on the exterior of the animal which may interfere with image clarity. Adequate intracolon US gel was present if the colon lumen appeared distended, black, and with the colon walls clearly identifiable. US gel administration to the anus was repeated if needed, but limited to two or three attempts to reduce risk of colon perforation. Once the image was optimized and intestinal peristalsis halted, the transducer was turned from sagittal to transverse. We did not activate respiratory gating for 3D Mode colon reconstruction with the MS550S transducer. However, respiratory gating is required for 3D NLC PA microbubble imaging. A 3D Motor scan was then collected with a scan distance of 34.950 mm, step size of 0.102 mm, and 344 total frames. As the image slices appeared on the screen, it was confirmed that the scan began far enough caudal that the entire anus was included in the scan and ended far enough anterior that the colon *flexure* was identified. The appearance of the *flexure* is very clear as the colon begins to turn laterally to the animal's right side with each successive image frame as the 3D motor travels in the cranial direction. If this was not confirmed, reoptimization was performed and the scan sequence repeated. The entire scan sequence was then captured using Cine Store and appropriately labeled.

NLC mode microbubble imaging
----------------------------

An additional dose of 100--150 μl SC of atropine was administered prior to NLC Mode imaging, as peristalsis was typically returned by the time the 3D Mode colon reconstruction had been completed. The MS250 transducer was then activated on the Vevo 2100 system. The animal was again prepared for 3D imaging as outlined above. Additional intracolon US gel was administered if needed to make sure the colon was distended and the colon walls were clearly visible. Note that the resolution of this probe is not as high as the MS550S probe but that the lower frequency of the MS250 probe is necessary for NLC image acquisition. A transverse 3D Mode prescan of the colon with NLC Mode and respiratory gating active was next obtained, appropriately named, and then saved. The transducer was then carefully turned to the sagittal orientation without changing the animal position or performing any more US gel administrations. The respiratory gating was then disabled and the system engaged using Scan/Freeze just prior to administration of the microbubbles. 40 μl of SIMB3-4 microbubbles were then administered through the jugular catheter (Bubble injection = Time 0 minutes). The wash-in of the bubbles, encompassing typically 300 frames and 17--20 seconds is then saved and labeled (2D NLC captured = Time 30 seconds). The transducer was then returned to the transverse orientation, again carefully to prevent movement of the animal, and the respiratory gating reactivated. After the bubbles have been allowed to circulate for \~2 minutes to ensure complete distribution, another 3D NLC postscan was collected and saved (3D postscan completed Time = 4 minutes). As the timeline indicates, all images were collected within \~ 4 minutes of administration of microbubbles, making acquisition of images consistent between animals and uninfluenced by variation in microbubble degradation. In our study, the microbubbles were only administered at the endpoint ultrasound, so tissues were collected and the animal was never allowed to return to consciousness. However, if microbubble administration is performed by an individual skilled at tail-vein injection, the animal may be returned to consciousness with no negative effects from the microbubble injection and imaging. Of important note, tail-vein delivered microbubble injections may be performed as often as necessary for the experimental protocol, without ill effects on animal health.

Image analysis
--------------

### 3D software colon reconstruction.

Images acquired with the MS550S transducer were loaded into VevoLAB 3D software. An optional but helpful, Wacom Cintiq 22HD tablet with pen (Wacom Technology, Vancouver, WA) was utilized to assist with colon reconstructions. After loading the acquired images, the software automatically assimilated the images into a 3D reconstruction. However, manual definition of colon walls and tumors is required for volumetric quantification. In *Cube View* the first image of the stack where the anus was clearly visible was then aligned in the plane of the screen facing the user. The *volume* and *parallel* functions were then used to define the ROI of the outer wall of the colon frame-by-frame, repeating until the first frame of the colon *flexure* became visible indicating the approach of the proximal colon. The *anus* to *flexure* landmarks enabled consistency in defining the colon length between animals. We found it unnecessary to define the object of interest in every frame, with every 5--10 frames proving sufficient. The inner wall definitions were then repeated using the same process. Finally, tumors were identified and defined, individually. The software then output a separate volume value for each individual defined object. Therefore, individual tumors as small as 0.5 mm^3^ were quantified, and total tumor burden was quantified by the summing of all the tumors. Additionally, subtraction of outer and inner wall volumes enabled quantification of total colon volume indicative of changes in colon thickness due to potential inflammation. Although not presented here, the software also encompasses the ability to extract other data such as colon length from the reconstruction.

### 2D NLC relative blood perfusion and volume analysis.

Sagittal images acquired using the MS250 transducer as the microbubbles infiltrated the colon with NLC activated were loaded into the VevoCQ software. The collected video typically encompassed 270 frames and 17 seconds. The video included several seconds prior to injection of the bubbles through several seconds after the bubbles reached circulation stasis ([Supplementary Video S3](#xob3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A motion corrected clip was obtained and no frames were excluded from analysis. A ROI was defined and the entire sagittal colon length segment was included in analysis. The *Origin of Arrival* was defined as the location at which the slope began to launch upwards. The software calculated the slope (wash-in rate and relative blood perfusion) and plateau (relative blood volume) among additional parameters not presented here.

### 3D NLC PA analysis.

The transverse 3D Mode NLC prescan image set acquired with the MS250 transducer was loaded into the 3D reconstruction software. The software automatically assimilated the images into a 3D image as explained previously. In *Cube View* the first image of the stack was then aligned in the plane of the screen facing the user. The *volume* and *parallel* functions were then used to encircle the region extending outside of the outer wall of the colon, thereby defining the ROI frame-by-frame to include the vascular bed encompassing the colon walls. However as before, we found it unnecessary to define the object of interest in every frame and every 5--10 frames proved sufficient. Once the ROI has been defined in a sufficient number of frames to enable definition of the entire length of collected colon data, the collected ROI data was *copied*. Then the postscan was loaded into the software and this *copied* data was *pasted* onto the postscan. The PA values from the pre and postscans were then subtracted to yield the final 3D NLC PA value of the colon.

An important point during this procedure is that some movement of the colon may have occurred between the pre and postscans, even with repeated administration of atropine. However, this movement can be accounted for within the software by redefining the individual location of each colon wall ROI in each frame once the *copy-and-paste* has been completed. This can be accomplished without changing the shape or size of each ROI but by simply dragging it to the location where the colon has migrated.
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![Definition of mouse colon gross anatomy. The murine colon is equally divided into three segments consisting of the proximal, mid, and distal colon. During i*n vivo* ultrasound imaging, a *flexure* between the mid and proximal colon sections is clearly visible, providing a landmark for image acquisition and analysis using the proposed technique. The mid and distal colon sections together are \~ 35 mm in length in a 3--4 months old, 30 g mouse.](mtm201670-f1){#fig1}

![Ultrasound colon image acquisition in the mouse model and 3D reconstruction. (**a**) The sagittal and transverse planes are defined. More than 300 individual transverse image slices are obtained encompassing the mid/distal colon and anus of the mouse using a micro-ultrasound system equipped with 3D Motor to control the transducer. (**b**) Depicted is an example of just five of the 344 B-mode image slices obtained. Note the clarity of the tumor denoted with the yellow arrow. (**c**) Using user-friendly VevoLAB software, the inner and outer colon walls, as well as each individual tumor are defined. Image slices are then assembled together for a 3D reconstruction of the colon and associated tumors. Blue and red lines are graphical representations of colon walls and tumors, respectively.](mtm201670-f2){#fig2}

![Display options of 3D reconstructed data. The VevoLAB software provides multiple viewing options of 3D reconstructed data renderings. (**a**) An example transverse colon slice with user-defined regions of interest (ROI) of colon walls (light blue) and tumor (red). Individual ROI volumes are available as export from the software enabling the user to quantify individual tumors or perform summation for total tumor load or colon wall load. (**b**) An example extrapolated transverse layer ROI applied by the software. (**c**) An example sagittal layer ROI produced by assemblage of the individual transverse layer ROIs. The anal end is shown at the left of the screen window. (**d**) A final 3D reconstruction depicting all applied ROIs with the ultrasound data overlay visible around the reconstructed colon.](mtm201670-f3){#fig3}

![3D reconstructions of colons provides a quantitative measurement of tumor dynamics with and without treatments. All time-points represent WT animals challenged with azoxymethane (AOM)/dextran sodium sulphate (DSS) to induce colorectal cancer 5 weeks prior to the beginning of treatment with Treatment X (TX) or Vehicle (VEH). The anal-end is depicted at right in each image. (**a**) Prior to beginning TX or VEH, colons exhibited a small tumor volume load (VEH = 10.8 mm^3^, TX = 1.25 mm^3^). (**b**) Treatment for 5 weeks, resulted in a reduced tumor volume load compared with the VEH treated mouse (VEH = 132.7 mm^3^, TX = 5.3 mm^3^). (**c**) At termination, 7 weeks after beginning treatment, the animal given TX showed a dramatic difference in total volume load (VEH = 229.7 mm^3^, TX = 37.6 mm^3^). (**d**) Segment-matched photographic images of the mid and distal colon at necropsy with associated tumor areas (VEH = 166.4 mm^2^, TX = 37.2 mm^2^). (**e**) Diagram represents a timeline of the treatment paradigm.](mtm201670-f4){#fig4}

![2D Non-linear contrast mode enables calculation of relative blood volume and perfusion of the distal colon using intravenous nontargeted microbubbles. (**a**) 2D B-mode micro-ultrasound image of sagittal view prior to injection of microbubbles in three distal colons with disparate tumor loads (small, moderate, and heavy). (**b**) 2D B-mode micro-ultrasound image of sagittal view of the distal colon after the injection of microbubbles. (**c**) Maximum intensity persistence (MIP) providing enhanced visualization of microbubble perfusion indicating areas of vascularization. (**d**) The Peak Enhancement (plateau of the microbubble infiltration curve) provides quantification of relative blood volume. Quantified values for each of the colons is shown in red (small = 4.56 a.u., moderate = 30.39 a.u., heavy = 86.96 a.u.). (**e**) The wash-in-rate (slope of the microbubble infiltration curve) provides quantification of the relative blood perfusion. Quantified values for each of the colons is shown in yellow (small = 2.50 a.u., moderate = 15.43 a.u., heavy = 37.29 a.u.). (**f**) Microbubble infiltration curves for each of the colons. Note that the arbitrary unit (a.u.) y-axis scales are dramatically different between the three disparate tumor loads. The curve signatures are homologous indicating consistent kinetics between animals.](mtm201670-f5){#fig5}

![Identification of common ultrasound artifacts and obstructions. (**a**) 2D transverse ultrasound image of the mid colon depicting a tumor (green arrow), feces (yellow arrow), and bubbles in the ultrasound gel (white arrows). (**b**) Color-Doppler overlay showing presence of blood flow in the tumor (green arrow) but absence of blood flow in the feces (yellow arrow). Also note the appearance of a shadow effect below the feces that does not appear below the tumor. (**c**) Example transverse ultrasound image frame of female mouse while 3D Motor passes over the area of the vagina and pelvic bridge. (**d**) Example transverse image frame of male mouse while 3D Motor passes over the area of the penis/sheath and pelvic bridge.](mtm201670-f6){#fig6}
